
 

Wisdom Groups   
Purpose: a safe space to discuss and explore 

issues arising from the process 

»a place for support and challenge 

Process: guided by facilitator, along the lines 
of an action learning set;  

»each member of the Wisdom Group 
will have their own ‘airtime’ 

Roles: 

Individual:  to learn; to gain perspective; to reflect 
and explore; to get what they want or 
need. 

Group: to support and challenge; to question 
NOT to answer; to notice what isn’t 
being said 

Facilitator: to facilitate!  Not an expert or oracle; 
simply to manage the procedure and 
process 

  



Four ways to listen  

‘Listening to the Head’ - the Thinking Level - to thoughts, facts, 
concepts, arguments, ideas and the principles behind these. This is the 
way of listening that we are most familiar with.  

‘Listening to the Heart’ - the Feeling Level - to feelings, emotions, 
mood, experience and the values behind these. Listening to feelings can 
give us important clues about what really matters. Strongly expressed or 
strongly denied feelings can provide fruitful entry points to key issues 
behind experiences. These may be ‘heard’ more through the tone of 
voice, facial expression, than what is actually said. Silences are also 
important to ‘listen’ to as they often express the feelings of the speaker.  

‘Listening to the Feet’ - the Will Level - to intentions, energy, direction, 
motivation. If a person’s will does not shift, nothing else will. Our ability 
to read a person’s or group’s will is a prime enabler of our ability to work 
effectively, in a real way. To sense the real intentions of another person, 
what they want, why they are telling you this or that, can be one of the 
hardest aspects of the art of listening.  

‘Listening to the spirit’ – beneath the feet – the sense of the person’s 
spiritual awareness, their understanding of their identity in God, their 
vocation, their ‘true selves’. 

Types of questions 

to clarify - 'Are you saying that...?' 
to try to understand - 'Could you explain so-and-so a bit more...?'  

to follow through a train of thought - 'You said a moment ago that .. If 
that's the case, what would happen if...?'  

to mirror - 'So what you're saying is...?' 
to open up new avenues - 'Have you explored / thought of...?' or 
'Would ... be of any help?'  

to challenge - 'What do you feel most uncomfortable about?' or 'What 
do you feel most challenged by?'  

to elicit honesty - 'Do you feel you're making any impact - and if not, 
what can you do about it?'  

to unpeel layers, to dig deeper - 'And then what happened...?'  

to check out - 'Are we asking helpful questions?' or 'What haven't we 
helped you with yet?'  

Questions may sometimes evoke a defensive response in the presenter. 
The group can address this either by asking why the presenter is feeling 
defensive - which in turn might open up something that needs to be 
explored further.  

Some questions…   
that can clarify… 

• What happened?  
• How do you see it?  
• What makes you say that?  
• What else can explain the situation?  
• Could you say more about how you felt?  
• Who will be affected if you are successful?  
• Who might help you?  
• What obstacles do you envisage?  

that go deeper… 
• What’s the difference between the current 

situation and the way you’d like it to be?  
• Can you explain?  
• What exactly...?  
• Who else matters to this process?  
• Can you give an example?  
• What happened...and?  
• Who are ‘they’?  
• How do you feel?  
• What assumption are you making?  
• Is that assumption stopping you?  

that invite action… 
• If all decisions rested on you, what would 

you do?  
• What are your options for action now?  
• What other possibilities exist?  
• Where could you get more information 

about this?  
• Who else might have an interest in this?  
• What are you going to do for yourself 

before the next meeting? 


